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Abstract – Carbon assimilates flow from “source” areas such as leaves to “sink” areas where they are taken up and used. The assimilate fluxes from sources to sinks are mainly dependent on the source-sink distances and on the respective abilities of the different
sinks to take up and use the assimilates that are available to them. The widely accepted, basic mechanism of assimilate movement by
mass-flow, although conceptually simple, has so far proved too complex for practical modeling purposes in whole tree systems. Four
main modeling approaches can be found in current models: (i) models involving empirically determined allocation coefficients; (ii)
models based on growth rules, including functional balance or “goal-seeking” principles; (iii) transport-resistance models; (iv) models based on relative sink strength, with two main sub-classes: “hierarchical” and “proportional” models. These different model classes can be conceptually closer to each other than is readily apparent. They are presented in relation to their generality and ability to
account for complex architectures or responses to environmental changes. The feedback relationship of allocation to growth is
pointed out.
assimilate / partitioning / source / sink / model
Résumé – La répartition du carbone entre organes chez les arbres : processus de base et représentation dans les modèles
« structure-fonction ». Les assimilats carbonés circulent de zones « sources » telles les feuilles, vers des « puits » où ils sont prélevés et utilisés. Ces flux d’assimilats dépendent principalement des distances entre sources et puits ainsi que des capacités respectives
des différents puits à prélever et utiliser les assimilats disponibles. Il est largement admis aujourd’hui que le mécanisme de base de la
translocation est un flux de masse. Mais malgré sa simplicité conceptuelle, la simulation de ce processus implique des calculs trop
complexes pour une modélisation pratique. On trouve actuellement quatre approches modélisatrices principales : (i) l’utilisation de
coefficients d’allocation empiriques ; (ii) la mise en œuvre de règles de croissance, notamment des équilibres fonctionnels et autres
principes téléonomiques ; (iii) l’analogie électrique avec des résistances ; (iv) des règles de répartition basées sur les « forces » relatives des différents puits (modèles hiérarchiques et modèles proportionnels). Ces diverses classes de modèles sont parfois conceptuellement moins éloignées les unes des autres qu’il n’y paraît. Elles sont présentées en relation avec leur généralité et leur capacité à
rendre compte d’une architecture complexe ou des influences de l’environnement. On souligne l’importance des rétroactions entre
allocation et croissance.
assimilats / allocation / source / puits / modèle
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1. INTRODUCTION
Assimilate allocation is a key component in functional-structural tree models (FSTMs). In the short term, partitioning of the whole-plant carbon among the different
sink organs and/or functions determines the relative
growth rates of the various plant components, including
structural as well as harvestable parts. However, assimilate allocation is involved in a number of feedback
processes which make it even more central in the longer
term (figure 1). As a significant example, young sink
leaves, the growth of which is dependent on current
assimilate allocation, will later become carbon sources,
thus affecting the future carbon inputs. As another example, the growth of sinks is both the result of carbon allocation to them and a major determinant of the carbon
allocation pattern (see below). A third example is the
feedback effect of sink activity on the current photosynthetic activity [12].
These dynamic and feedback aspects of carbon allocation make it a very sensitive point regarding the longterm stability of FSTMs, such that significant progress
that has been achieved recently in modelling other
processes, such as photosynthesis [19], may prove use-

less. Unfortunately, carbon partitioning often remains a
weak point in current models, although its basic principles and mechanism are relatively simple and fairly well
understood.
The first part of this paper provides a short overview
of these basic features; then the different approaches that
have been used in modelling C allocation are reviewed
and discussed in relation to their domains of validity,
flexibility, and ability to account for the effects of environmental factors. Although this review is dedicated to
tree models, a few key papers or studies not specific to
trees will be mentioned when appropriate, as the basic
mechanisms and modelling approaches are similar in all
kinds of plants.

2. WITHIN-TREE ALLOCATION:
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND MECHANISM
In the last 50 years assimilate allocation in trees has
given rise to hundreds of studies [7, 16, 30]. Beyond
some specificities related to the diversity of experimental
conditions, a few general features arise.

Figure 1. Simplified structure of a general functional-structural tree model. Carbon flows are
symbolised by solid lines; dashed lines indicate
some possible environmental or feedback effects.
The allocation submodel tightly interacts with the
growth submodel to yield the actual partitioning
pattern (lower box), in some cases to such a
degree that both submodels cannot be separated.
Depending on the scope of each model, some elements of this general frame may be either missing
or developed to a much higher extent.
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Figure 2. Changes in export directions of assimilates from the different leaves of Populus grandidentata. Leaves are numbered from basal (L1) to
apical (L3). Arrow widths are roughly proportional
to assimilate fluxes (redrawn after [17]).

2.1. A dynamic allocation pattern
The direction of assimilate movement from a source
leaf is dependent on the location of that leaf within the
plant, more specifically on the respective distances to the
different sinks. In short, distal source leaf photosynthates
are exported mainly to distal directions, i.e. towards the
meristem and growing leaves and internodes, whereas
photosynthates from proximal leaves are directed mainly
away from the leaf canopy, i.e. towards the root system
[16]. This is a dynamic system [17]: as the stem grows
and the relative position of a given leaf becomes less distal, the fraction of assimilates from that leaf exported to
the distal direction decreases (figure 2). Furthermore,
this shift may be reversible in relation to changes in the
relative aboveground vs. belowground sink activities,
e.g. fruit growth [11]. Generally, changes in the
source:sink ratio (e.g. by removing either some sources
or sinks) induce changes in the relative amount of assimilates imported by the different sinks. These changes are
generally not proportional to the preexisting fluxes [73].
2.2. Impact of environmental factors
The effects of minor nutrients or temperature on
assimilate allocation are highly variable [7, 77] and will
not be considered here. However, major factors such as
water, major mineral nutrients or light availability affect
the relative carbon allocation to the different plant parts,
particularly the shoot:root ratio, in a way that can be
described simply, at least in the long term, i.e. a week or
more. A shortage in water, nitrogen or phosphorus or an
elevated CO 2 level generally results in a decreased
shoot:root ratio, whereas low irradiance induces the
opposite response [7, 33, 49, 77]. The interesting point is
that in all cases, the plant part responsible for the uptake
of the limiting resource (roots for water and nutrients,
shoots for light) grows more relative to other organs than
under unrestricted conditions, which results in an
improved uptake of that limiting resource. This sensitivi-

ty of the shoot:root ratio to external factors, leading to a
balance in the uptake of the various resources, has been
considered in models either as a basic modelling principle (see below, “functional balance”) or as a consequence that should be derived from more basic, mechanistic processes as described by the Münch theory or
transport-resistance models.
2.3. Basic mechanism: The Münch theory
The mechanism of assimilate transfer and allocation
throughout the plant is now widely accepted to be massflow, as assumed by Münch [47] after a famous experiment (1930). The phloem sap mass flow within the sieve
tubes is driven by a hydrostatic pressure gradient (∆P)
between source and sink. ∆P is itself linked to a difference, between both ends of the pathway, in xylemphloem osmotic potential gradient (figure 3). Since the
xylem sap solute concentration is very low throughout
the plant, this axial difference in xylem-phloem osmotic
gradient is essentially due to an axial gradient in phloem
osmoticum, which results from sustained phloem loading
at the source end and unloading at the sink end.
Assuming the sieve-tube to be a simple capillary pipe,
the water mass-flow rate Jw is yielded by the PoiseuilleHagen law:
π ⋅ a ∆P
⋅
8⋅η L
(a: radius of capillary; L: length of capillary).
4

Jw = –

(1)

However the sieve-tube is not a simple capillary pipe, as
its lateral membranes are almost semipermeable and
consecutive sieve elements are separated by sieve plates.
Recently a few authors took these characteristics into
account, which gave rise to more refined models [3, 15,
56]. Although the TRANS model [3] has been used to
investigate assimilate transfer within one stem segment,
the formulations (and numerical calculations) of these
theoretical models are too complex for practical
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3.1. Empirical carbon allocation models

Figure 3. The Münch model of assimilate mass-flow transport.
Assimilates are actively loaded into the phloem sieve tubes in
sources (leaves) and unloaded in sinks (e.g. roots), generating
an osmotic, resulting in a hydrostatic, pressure gradient which
drives the mass flow within the sieve tubes. Arrows symbolise
the water fluxes. Π, osmotic potential; P, hydrostatic pressure;
Ψ, water potential: Ψ = Π + P. Indices p and x refer to phloem
and xylem, respectively (redrawn after [14]).

inclusion as FSTM components. Nevertheless, they confirm that the steady-state water mass flow rate Jw, and
the solute dry matter flow rate Js as well, is actually proportional to the pressure gradient and inversely proportional to the pathway length (L):
Js = (k/L) ∆P or Js = ∆P / R where R = L/k.

(2)

This may be considered as the theoretical basis for a particular class of FSTMs: transport-resistance models, as
reported below.
3. MODELLING ASSIMILATE ALLOCATION
Four main classes of models have been used to date:
empirical models, growth rule-based models, transportresistance models and models based on source/sink relationships. In the following, the fraction of the total available carbon allocated by the model to a given sink # j is
referred to as the allocation coefficient, λj (Σλj = 1).
Where the local source of assimilates can be traced, the
double-indexed notation (λij) is used to denote the proportion of assimilates from source # i that is allocated to
sink # j.

In empirical models, no general mechanism or rules
are assumed to drive the allocation pattern. The allocation coefficients are measured experimentally. This can
be done either directly, by labelling the C flowing from
each source and tracing it to each sink [51, 78] or indirectly, from the growth rates of the different sinks [37,
44, 50]. In the latter case no distinction is possible
among the various sources; only the partitioning of the
total C available at the whole plant level can be assessed.
The labelling approach provided Rauscher et al. [51]
with a very detailed, comprehensive matrix of allocation
coefficients from each source leaf to each sink, which
was included in their model ECOPHYS of one-year-old
poplar cuttings. This approach is practically very efficient as photosynthetic assimilation can be immediately
translated into growth rates of the different plant parts.
The main shortcoming, on the other hand, is that the
allocation coefficients are valid only for a limited range
of conditions and should be measured again in each different situation, whether regarding the environment or
plant material. However, an extension of ECOPHYS
from the one-year-old cutting to older trees has been
attempted by maintaining the within-twig allocation pattern and extrapolating export out of the twig from root
allocation [28].
In order to take the seasonal variation of the partitioning pattern into account, several authors [50, 78] interpolated allocation coefficients that had been measured at
different times in the year. Some flexibility with respect
to environmental control could be introduced into this
intrinsically rigid (though dynamic) system through a
modulation of the root allocation coefficient (λroot) by
soil water potential (ψs), and keeping the same proportionality among the remaining allocation coefficients
[78]. Although the authors did not indicate the domain of
validity for this modulation, it qualitatively accounted
for the impact of water availability on the shoot:root
ratio as reported above:
λroot = λr0 × (1 + 0.2 (–ψs)0.5).

(3)

Another example of modulation by external factors can
be found in work by Mäkelä and Hari [37], where the
different allocation coefficients are set as functions of
the light environment.
In spite of this possible modulation of allocation coefficients, empirical models cannot be valid over wide
ranges of conditions. They have been used for forest
trees, where they are appropriate to simulate under well
defined conditions the growth of trees of simple [50, 51]
or simplified [44, 78] development patterns, with a typical time step of ca. one day [50, 51, 78].
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3.2. Growth rule-based models
Models in this class include a more or less thorough
description of a priori growth patterns or relationships
within the plant. C fluxes are considered more a consequence than a determinant of the growth pattern, so that
in a few cases no carbon balance is computed at the tree
level [29, 61]. Empirical allometry, architectural rules
and functional (or goal-seeking) relationships are the
three main kinds of growth rules used in these models.
3.2.1. Empirical allometry
These models include some empirical relationships
between dimensional variables such as tree height, stem
length, diameter, leaf area, weights or volumes… The
relationships can be considered as describing some
implicit and generally complex, though not clearly identified, internal constraints or balances. They are generally in the form of multiplicative power functions:
Y = k X1a (× X2b…).

(4)

West’s model [76] includes a number of such relationships, e.g. between leaf weight and supporting branch
weight. Similar relationships can be found in works by
Deleuze and Houllier [13] and Mäkelä and Sievänen
[39]. For example, Deleuze and Houllier [13] included
Pressler’s rule, which states that the cross-section of the
latest annual ring at any given height of the stem is proportional to the total leaf surface area (or dry matter)
above that height. Inequalities can also be found in these
models to keep the plant shape or size within a realistic
range [76].
Empirical allometry models have a domain of application similar to empirical carbon allocation models in
forestry, but with a wider time step: typically one year,
which allows simulation on decades. In their basic form,
they exhibit as little flexibility as empirical carbon allocation models do; however, in most cases they include
(beside mere empirical allometry) some functional relationships, which can include an explicit modulation by
environmental factors (see below, functional balance).
3.2.2. Architectural rules
Branching rules, including branching angles and/or
topology, can be included in FSTMs to describe the
architectural growth pattern of the tree crown. Different
architectural models are specific to particular kinds of
plants. The simulated architecture, and hence the corresponding rules, may be theoretical and/or very simple,
e.g. for coniferous-like trees, as found in LIGNUM [48]
or in Takenaka’s model [61]. Alternatively, the rules can
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provide a very detailed description of tree architecture
based on complex botanical characters as found in the
AMAP series [52, 53].
Architectural rule-based models are mainly used in
forestry. Although they can be stochastic, thus allowing
some individual variability, they still have few degrees
of freedom left. As a consequence, most of the partitioning pattern is determined a priori, e.g. in AMAPpara
where the allocation submodel mostly drives the stem
radial growth [52, 53]. Thus, similar to empirical models, they are valid only on a limited range of conditions,
namely that under which the architectural parameters are
not altered. However, some flexibility can be introduced
if the architectural parameters are set as functions of the
environment. In the models of Kellomäki and Strandman
[29] and Takenaka [61], shoot growth and/or abscission
rates are dependent on local light conditions; in work by
Sorrensen-Cothern et al. [58] they are dependent on both
local and whole-tree carbon balance. When architectural
rules include such environmental effects, they become,
in essence, close to functional relationships, as seen in
next section, although they address finer scales.
3.2.3. Functional balance and teleonomic models
When a particular allometric relationship between
specific growth variables is recognised or suspected to
have a clear functional or adaptive meaning, it becomes
a functional relationship instead of a mere empirical one.
When the relationship parameters differ in different conditions, which provides a powerful way to include environmental effects in the model, that may be understood
as an adaptive response to environmental factors. More
specifically, the teleonomic or “goal-seeking” approach
envisions the plant’s “strategy” as partitioning or
“investing” its resources among the different organs and
functions in an optimal way with respect to some “purpose” such as achieving the longest life span, the maximum seed production, or – most often – the highest
growth rate possible in its particular environment.
As functional relationships generally address large
organs or compartments, they are rather poor at accounting for complex or variable architectures (however, see
“architectural rules” above). The most significant examples of functional balance are root:shoot functional activities, leaf support by sapwood (“pipe model”), and
mechanical support.
3.2.3.1. Functional balance of root/shoot activities
According to the root:shoot functional balance principle, total nitrogen acquisition by the root system is proportional to total carbon assimilation by the aboveground
parts. In other words, the shoot:root weight ratio (Ws /Wr )
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Figure 4. Functional balance between shoot and root
activities, σs and σr, according to Davidson [10]. Ws,
Wr: dry matter weights of shoot (resp. root) actively
involved in C (resp. N) acquisition.

is inversely proportional to the shoot:root ratio of specific activities (σs /σr), i.e. the rates of C (resp. N) acquisition per shoot (resp. root) unit weight (figure 4). This
expresses the impact of N availability on the shoot:root
ratio (see above, “impact of external factors”):
Ws
Wr

=π⋅

σr
σs

.

(5)

This equation [10] has been included in many FSTMs
[13, 34-36, 39, 40, 48, 70, 71, 72]. It has been used as a
way to model the effect of N availability on the
shoot:root ratio, by allowing the specific activities to
change with soil conditions [39], although not only those
but also the “constant” π may actually change with N
availability [7].

could be understood as a functional balance as the sapwood provides the foliage with water:
Wf / A = η

(6)

where η is a species-dependent proportionality constant.
This relationship has been used in a number of recent
models, often associated with the root:shoot functional
balance equation [6, 34-36, 40, 48, 70, 71, 72] or with
other allometric relationships [76].
The proportionality constant η is often [6, 34-36, 40]
assigned different values at different height levels in the
tree, e.g. one for the stem below the crown, one for the
branches and one for the coarse roots (figure 5), which is
more realistic [7] than a single value for the whole tree
as in the original formulation. Berninger and Nikinmaa

In its basic formulation, the root:shoot functional relationship can be considered a teleonomic principle, which
equation (4) expresses in an integrated form. Several
authors, after Reynolds and Thornley [55], gave differential formulations of that principle, where the allocation
coefficients are computed as solutions of an optimisation
equation. More recently, Reynolds and Chen [8, 54] proposed a “coordination theory” where the allocation coefficients are driven by the imbalance between root and
shoot activities. Although this does not require the plant
to “anticipate” the environmental conditions as does the
basic teleonomic principle, it is still assumed that the
plant “knows” what it has to do. However, it has been
shown [38, 68] that equation (5) can be derived without
any teleonomic or other integrative assumption. It may
actually be derived from the mechanistic bisubstrate
transport-resistance formulation (see below), assuming
exponential growth (which indeed is a very strong
assumption for temperate trees).
3.2.3.2. Leaf support by sapwood: The Pipe-Model
In 1964, Shinozaki et al. [57] found an experimental
relationship between the foliage weight (Wf ) of a tree
and the cross section of underlying sapwood (A), which

Figure 5. The pipe model, after Mäkelä [34, 36]. At any given
level i in the tree (i = b, s, t) the total sapwood area Ai is proportional to the total foliage biomass Wf. Indices b, s, t refer to,
resp.: primary branches at foliage base, crown base, and transport roots at stump (redrawn after [36]).
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[6] could simulate a climatic modulation of carbon
allocation by assuming a further dependence of η on the
local mean potential evapotranspiration.
3.2.3.3. Mechanical constraints
Beside the hydraulic point of view as used in the pipe
model, the stem also provides mechanical support to the
foliage. Obviously, the stem or branch wood structure
must support the foliage, and more generally the biomass
above any height level, with regard to gravity or any
mechanical loads such as wind or neighbouring trees. In
this context, “support” can mean either “be strong enough
to prevent failure” (strength design) or “be stiff enough to
prevent excessive drooping or buckling” (maximal span
design) [46]. It has been suggested that the stem taper
profile is in many cases [7, 43] close to that just required
for a safe and “harmonious” growth, indicating functional
balance. Actually, depending on the type of load (self
weight, wind…), the type of structure (main stem,
branch) under concern, and the type of strategy considered (safety strength or span), the “optimal design” can
vary [41, 42, 46, 76]. Assuming very simplified shape and
load conditions, McMahon and Kronauer [43] predicted
tree stems and branches with a power law tapering:
(7)
D = k Lβ
[D: diameter at distance L from the point where D = 0]
and found in a few isolated trees a β value of ca. 1.5,
which is a condition for elastic self-similarity (maximal
span design) where all segments within the branch
exhibit the same deflection profile under self weight [7,
21, 43]. However, different taper profiles have also been
reported, including that expected for uniform stress
along the stem under self-weight and negligible crown
weight (strength design), with a β value of 2.0 [7].
A differential expression of the 1.5 power law tapering (elastic similarity) was used by Ford et al. [21, 22] to
partition assimilates between elongation and radial
growth in coniferous branches so that branch posture in
the vertical plane followed a particular deflection profile.
To our knowledge, this is the only FSTM where a
mechanical principle explicitly drives C allocation,
although West [76] also mentioned this concept as the
principle underlying some allometric relationships
between stem and crown dimensions. However the
mechanical basis of general allometric laws has been
deeply challenged by more recent biomechanical studies
[46], and more realistic but more complex models have
been proposed, involving growth explicitly [23, 42]. As
a consequence, a biomechanical module called
AMAPmeca [53] was introduced in the AMAP series. It
can use the current architecture as input to compute the
distribution of mechanical stresses and strains due to self
weight, simulate the effect of reaction wood as changes
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in local mechanical properties, and derive new orientations for the different stem or branch segments which
can be used by the main AMAP engine in turn to compute architecture for the next time step. Assuming architectural rules (see above) depend on branch orientation
and/or mechanical stress, C allocation can be indirectly
affected in this way.
Functional relationships have been included in a number of forest FSTMs. They provide simple ways to set
dimensional ratios between different plant parts. In
essence they are much more flexible and responsive to
external factors than mere allometric relations. However,
their validity has been questioned by modelers and physiologists [7, 8, 21, 54, 69]. At least on a qualitative level,
the shoot:root functional balance and the mechanical balance concepts have some experimental and theoretical
foundations, although Davidson’s rule may be considered
as a consequence of more mechanistic principles rather
than as a basic principle (see above). On the other hand,
the “pipe model” as a C allocation principle has been
questioned by several authors [7, 21], not only because of
theoretical considerations regarding the relationship
between sapwood area and leaf weight (and its actual
variability), but also because of the variable relationship
between hydraulic properties and carbon content (or cost)
of wood structures, in relation to wood anatomy. Ford
and Ford [21] chose mechanical balance rather than the
pipe model as a foliage:wood partitioning principle for
their model after discussing both hypotheses.
Why have mechanical concepts been included in so
few FSTMs? The complexity of calculations may be part
of the answer. However, more basic reasons are probably
involved as well: (i) It is difficult to measure and model
the intensity (and variability) of mechanical factors other
than gravity (e.g. mechanical stimulation induced by
wind or neighbour trees), all the more so as the relevant
scales of space and time are still being debated [9, 60,
62]. This is is a major point to account for environmental
variability. (ii) Whereas the mechanical behaviour of
existing structures is fairly well understood and predictible provided mechanical parameters are known,
knowledge about the active response of current elongation and radial growth (thigmomorphogenesis) to
mechanical stress, including induction of reaction (or
“flexure”) wood, has still to be improved. Nevertheless,
significant progress has been made in recent years [7, 23,
41, 42, 53], so that more models including mechanical
modules should be available in the future.
3.3. Transport-resistance models
Transport-resistance (TR) models describe assimilate
movements as driven by concentration gradients across
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resistive pathways. As the mechanism by mass-flow
actually results in a resistive-like formulation (Eq. 2),
transport-resistance models can be considered the most
mechanistic models available today. However, it should
be pointed out that they explicitly simulate a diffusive
rather than a mass-flow process. As a consequence, very
short-term dynamic aspects are ignored by TR models;
this is generally not a problem as time steps are one day
or more. The original formulation by Thornley [64, 65]
involved 2 solute substrates (C and N) which moved in
opposite directions between shoot and root. Combined
with a bi-substrate kinetic law for dry matter growth, this
could account qualitatively for the effect of nitrogen on
the shoot:root ratio as discussed above. Dewar [15]
showed that this qualitative result still holds when taking
into account the actual complexity of N movements
which occur through both xylem and phloem in opposite
directions.
In spite of their conceptual interest, TR models have
not been widely used in FSTMs. So far they have been
applied only to models with very little, if any, architecture. Deleuze and Houllier [14] developed a single-substrate (C) version to simulate stem radial growth (“reaction-diffusion” model). Thornley [67] proposed an
extended, very detailed stand version of the bi-substrate
model, which was included by Luan et al. [32] in the
FORDYN model. The reason why TR models have
remained essentially theoretical is mostly the difficulty
in estimating the model parameters. Whereas resistances
can be understood as the phloem pathways, the definition of potentials is not so clear, particularly at the sinkor source-pathway interfaces. After the theoretical work
of Minchin et al. [45] who used the Michaelis-Menten
formulation, progress in modelling the “sink strength”
(see next section) should improve this crucial point.

bon sink, because it is subtracted from the available
assimilate pool at the whole plant level prior to running
the partitioning module [24, 25, 27, 77, 75]. Similarly,
reserve storage is often ignored or considered a passive,
buffering process (except of course in “reserve sinks”
such as fruits), although there is some evidence that it
may have its own assimilate demand [7]. In relation to
the specific definition used in each model, sink strength
may be referred to as demand, affinity, capacity; or maximum, potential or conditional growth rate. In some
cases it is quantified by two parameters which are analogous to those used in Michaelis-Menten kinetics: one for
low-substrate behaviour (equivalent to an affinity) and
one for saturating-substrate behaviour (a maximum
import rate).
Sink strength can be updated each time step to
account for environmental or internal feedback effects.
Examples of this flexibility can be found as feedback
modulations of the sink demands, by the previously
achieved growth [1, 26, 63], or by the shoot:root imbalance induced by pruning [24]. In the model PEACH
[25], growth demand is affected by climatic factors; in
VIMO [75] and TREGRO [77], the relevant factor is
local nitrogen availability.
Two main subclasses of models can be distinguished
in relation to the rules used to derive the actual C fluxes
from sink properties. In the next section, the
parameter(s) of the sink strength, regardless of the specific definition used in each model, is referred to as Aj
for sink # j (and B j for two-parameter models). F j
denotes the actual C flux allocated by the model to sink
# j. The amount of C available for partitioning is referred
to as PN for C from the whole plant sources, or as PNi for
C from individual branch or leaf source # i.
3.4.1. Proportional models

3.4. Source-sink relationships-based models
This class includes models that are nearly as mechanistic as the TR models, however they have been much
more widely used. Here, assimilate fluxes and allocation
are assumed to depend on the respective ability of the
different sinks to import available assimilates from the
sources. In models, this ability, or “sink strength” [20], is
generally defined as the net flux (g C ⋅ unit time–1) that is
imported into a sink under particular, often “non-limiting” conditions; specific rules allow then to compute the
actual fluxes imported under the current conditions.
Theoretically the sink ability to import and use available
assimilates should encompass both carbon deposition as
new dry matter and carbon losses as respiratory CO 2.
However, maintenance respiration is not taken into
account in many models despite its importance as a car-

Proportional models were proposed by WarrenWilson [75, 76]. In the basic formulation, the flux allocated to each sink is just proportional to its demand, not
exceeding it:
Fj = min λ j ⋅ PN , A j

where λ j =

Aj

Σk Ak

.

(8)

However, this formulation does not allow the relative
fluxes allocated to different sinks to vary with the global
source:sink ratio (see above), so that it has been used in
this form in few tree models [24, 63]. Thornley [66]
solved the issue with the classical Michaelian formulation. More recently, Escobar-Guttiérrez et al. [18]
extended the basic proportional model (Eq. 8) by
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Figure 6. A simple hierarchical model. The total C
substrate pool (content of tank) is available only to
the sinks with sufficiently high priority levels as
numbered right of arrows. Highest priority (1) is at
tank bottom level (redrawn after [5]).

splitting the sink strength into two components, affinity
and maximum import rate:
Fj = min

Aj

Σk Ak

⋅ PN , B j .

(9)

This formulation was further extended in SIMWAL [1]
by taking explicitly into account the effect of source-sink
distances, which is implicitly included in the definition
of sink strength in the original formulation of proportional models:
Fj = min

Σi λ ij ⋅ PNi , Bj

where λ ij =

A j ⋅ f d ij

Σk A k ⋅ f d ik

(10)

f(dij) being a decreasing function of the distance between
source # i and sink # j.
3.4.2. Hierarchical models
In this widespread class of tree models [4, 5, 25-27,
63, 77, 75], sink strength is defined as a maximum
growth rate or demand, and the different sinks are ranked
according to a priority level order or hierarchy. The sink
with highest priority level is supplied first; then, if some
assimilates are left after its demand has been met, the
sink with priority level # 2 is supplied, then the sink with
priority level #3, and so on (figure 6). The priority level
order is commonly related to the height level within the
tree, i.e. roots often have the lowest priority level, as in
[25, 63, 77].
Beside the possible updating of the sink demands and
modulation by external factors as mentioned above, flexibility can be introduced in these models by changing the
priority levels over time, as in VIMO [75] or by switching out some of the sinks, as in TREGRO [77].

4. CONCLUSION
The different models of assimilate partitioning range
between two poles, in relation to the main purpose of the
model. On one side, the most mechanistic models available, transport resistance models, simulate a simplified
version of the basic translocation mechanism, with tree
architecture being omitted or very poorly accounted for;
on the other side, detailed empirical or architectural
models focus on the result of the translocation process as
a fine growth pattern of the different plant parts without
any reference to the underlying mechanism. Most operational models can be located near the midpoint of those
two extremes. Beyond the apparent diversity exhibited in
the formulations of the various model classes, the different approaches make a quasi-continuum of concepts,
often sharing more common features across classes than
could a priori be suspected.
An example of such common concepts is the reference to distance. As reviewed in this paper, the effect of
distance on assimilate allocation is a major experimental
result which is properly accounted for by the Münch theory. Due to their size, this aspect is more significant in
trees than in herbs. It is explicitly included in transportresistance (TR) models where resistance is directly related to pathway length, and also in recent models of other
classes like SIMWAL. But it can also be found in an
implicit form, as the priority level order of several hierarchical models where the sinks closest to the assimilating leaves are assigned the highest priority level and
those farthest away are assigned the lowest priority level.
This similarity is manifested in practical consequences:
both hierarchical models and TR models are able to simulate the root:shoot ratio in relation to N availability.
This can be found in TREGRO (hierarchical) on one
hand and in the bi-substrate TR model on the other hand:
both achieve this from their own way of accounting for
source-sink distances and the further assumption that N
allocation is ruled by a process similar to C allocation.
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As another example, a number of models belonging to
a particular class include some elements from another
class. In most cases, both model classes are close to each
other, e.g. empirical or allometric models often include
functional relationships. However, there are also a number of models that mix more different classes, e.g. the
model BRANCH which includes both functional relationships and hierarchical rules, or some hierarchical
models like PEACH or FAGUS which include a proportional submodel nested within a priority level.
A third, broad example can be mentioned, although
the class mixing is implicit and involves partitioning not
only among organs but also among functions. In many
models of different classes, e.g. PEACH, ECOPHYS or
LIGNUM, maintenance respiration (Rm) is subtracted
from the C pool available for partitioning at the whole
plant level prior to running the allocation module. This
can actually be considered as a hierarchical submodel
where Rm is a particular – though delocalized – sink
which is assigned the highest priority level. On one hand
this may be justified as Rm is indeed vital to any organ;
on the other hand this alters the result of the partitioning
process compared to the case where Rm is just a component of the carbon demand of each sink, with the possibility to assign Rm the first priority order within each
sink after the partitioning process, as in SIMWAL.
Delocalizing and prioritizing Rm at the whole plant level
prevents some sinks from getting resources in abundance
while other sinks would not have enough to survive,
which may be considered unlikely in particular situations, e.g. in an homogeneous light environment.
However, such an imbalance between favoured and
unfavoured sinks, which is enabled in the alternative
approach, is likely to occur in more complex situations,
e.g. in heterogeneous light environments, illustrating the
“branch autonomy” principle [59]. Some forest conifer
growth models, e.g. FORDYN or BRANCH, actually
include this principle as a branch abscission criterion.
This discussion illustrates the general status of rules in
models: while they can be valuable modelling “guard
rails” in some particular, usual or “standard” conditions,
they may also prevent an efficient simulation of more
complex or “non-standard” situations, i.e. situations that
do not fall within a “usual” range. A similar conflict arises about the definition and assessment of sink strength,
particularly as a maximum import or growth rate. Such a
parameter is generally assessed in so-called “non-limiting” conditions, which are actually the upper limit of a
particular range of conditions, e.g. when all fruits are
removed. However, it is very difficult to know whether
this upper limit cannot be exceeded in extreme or
uncommon cases, e.g. after severe pruning. Hence, if the
model is to account for the flexibility exhibited by “real”

trees, particularly in case of environmental accidents, it
may be very useful to allow any “maximum” or “potential” values to be updated, e.g. through feedback interactions.
Progress in modelling the sink strength or C demand
can be expected to improve significantly the global efficiency of FSTMs in two particular areas: (i) the dynamics of reserve storage and mobilization, and (ii) the
dynamics of radial growth in relation to environmental
factors. Both have received little consideration in models
so far despite their specific importance in trees as an
“integrative memory” in relation to size and perennity.
Beside mechanical and hydraulic support (see “functional balance” above), radial growth provides room for
reserve storage, and both dynamics are correlated [31,
74]. Regarding C reserve storage, the most relevant issue
is whether it is a mere passive buffering process (as generally considered in the few FSTMs that explicitly
include reserves) or a more active one, with a specific
sink strength associated to it [7]. A similar question arises regarding reserve mobilization as a carbon source,
which can be critical when C demand is intense and no
other source is available, e.g. in early spring or after
defoliation [2].
Such prospects should improve mostly FSTMs based
on source:sink relationships, i.e. mechanistic models.
However, the boundaries between the different classes
are likely to fade even more in the future with progress
in computer performances – for example, architectural
models can be expected to include more and more Cbased rules, whereas mechanistic models will describe a
more detailed architecture –, so that advances in
source:sink models should also benefit other classes of
models.
Acknowledgements: Special thanks are due to
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